USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT 9907.09

Host Bob_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

OPS_Blair says:
::walks into Main Engineering, and spots the EO:: EO: I have been assigned down here to help out while the CEO is away.. But.. you are in charge.. Think nothing of telling me what to do. :: a stern Klingon look and she goes to the main Eng. console::

XO_Madred says:
::stands against one wall in the Officers Lounge looking out over the Nebula they are surveying.  He quietly thinks about this mission and the pirates they are chasing..... Hopes he is right about this ambush::

CMO_Taurik says:
::in sickbay office, doing daily paperwork::

CTO_Connolly says:
::watches carefully the screen for trouble::

EO_Yee says:
::nods at OPS, continues to monitor systems::

CSO_Modane says:
:: scanning the pods and monitoring the telemetry from all the probes ::

OPS_Blair says:
::relays some of OPS controls to her console::

Host Bob_AGM says:
SEVERAL OF THE PIRATE SHIP ESCAPE PODS ARE HEADING TOWARDS THE GENEVA

CO_Rikerson says:
:: sits in the command chair of the bridge ::

CSO_Modane says:
CO: One of the pirate ships are launching escape pods .

MO_Jerah says:
::back in sickbay with a few other medics::

XO_Madred says:
::finishes his drink and decides, be damned with shifts, he needs to be on the bridge for this ... heads for the door::

CTO_Connolly says:
CO: sir escape pods are approaching. Should I tractor them in?

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Scan them.  Are there anyone in them?

CSO_Modane says:
CO: The pods are manned.

EO_Yee says:
::monitors weapons and shields::

OPS_Blair says:
::gets reports of incoming pods::

XO_Madred says:
::quickly paces down the length of a corridor arriving at a turbolift::

CMO_Taurik says:
::exits office and enters into sickbay::

CO_Rikerson says:
CTO: Yes. Have a security team meet them and escort them to the brig.

CSO_Modane says:
CO: They are manned sir.

OPS_Blair says:
::diverts power to tractor beam ::

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Thank you

XO_Madred says:
TL: Bridge.....

CTO_Connolly ::activates tractor beam to pull in pods:: (Tractor Beam.wav)

CTO_Connolly says:
:: heads to cargo bay::

MO_Jerah says:
::sees Dr. Taurik:: CMO: Hello Dr.

OPS_Blair says:
::looks at a blinking panel and raises an eyebrow to the EO:  EO: You may want to check on that core. It is sounding a variance

XO_Madred says:
::steps off the Turbolift onto the bridge and walks down the steps onto the command deck stepping to the Captain’s left and sitting in his chair::

CSO_Modane says:
CO: We are approaching the other side of the nebula, shall I drop from warp?

CMO_Taurik says:
MO: Lieutenant.

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Yes.  Keep us on the edge of the nebula.

CSO_Modane says:
:: drops from warp ::

EO_Yee says:
OPS: Ok, I'll check that. ::does a short diagnostic on the core::

OPS_Blair says:
::wonders who is in the pods and why they are coming towards the ship.. Hope all of security is on alert::

CO_Rikerson says:
XO: Hi, Number 1.

CTO_Connolly says:
::reaches cargo bay and watches as pod comes in::

CMO_Taurik says:
::places the Medi-PADDs on a cart and checks the instruments::

OPS_Blair says:
::nods at the EO as she checks decks eight’s "vitals"::

EO_Yee says:
OPS: You're right, there is a small variance. Compensating. ::adjusts the core::

XO_Madred says:
::nods at the Captain and flips up his command console taking note of ship wide activities:: CO: We preparing to take these escape pods into the shuttle bay?

CTO_Connolly says:
SECURITY: stand at guard phasers on stun.

OPS_Blair says:
::sees the core balance out:; EO: Nice Yee..  ::thinks a quick task done with precision::

CO_Rikerson says:
XO: Yes we are.

CMO_Taurik says:
::checks medical equipment::

CTO_Connolly says:
*CO*: pods are in the shuttle bay.

CSO_Modane says:
CO: We are holding position.

CO_Rikerson says:
CTO: Thank you Lt. Jg. Connolly

XO_Madred says:
::frowns:: *CMO*: Doctor, report to shuttle bay one ... we are taking in prisoners from one of the pirate ships.  They may require medical aide.

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO:  Noted.

CMO_Taurik says:
*XO*: Acknowledged, Commander.

CSO_Modane says:
CO: I expect that the pirates will emerge in he next 10 minutes

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE NEW LEADER OF THE PIRATES ESCAPING IS NOW IN THE SHUTTLEBAY

MO_Jerah says:
::hears XO message to the Dr.::

CTO_Connolly says:
SECURITY: start the escape pod door activation programs

CMO_Taurik says:
MO: Lieutenant, you're with me. Bring a Medikit.

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Thank you

CO_Rikerson says:
TAC officer: Have weapons and shields on stand-by.

EO_Yee says:
OPS: Are the phasers aligned properly?

CMO_Taurik says:
::Picks up a Medikit and exits sickbay::

Host Bob_AGM says:
MEANWHILE, TO AVOID CAPTURE, THE CAPTAIN OF THE PIRATE SHIP IGNITES THE NEBULA WITH WHAT IS LEFT OF HIS DAMAGED SHIPS FUEL.....

XO_Madred says:
::stands and heads for the turbolift:: CO: I am on my way for shuttle bay one, Captain.....

CO_Rikerson says:
<TAC Officer> CO: Aye, sir.

MO_Jerah says:
CMO: Okay sir. ::takes a medikit and follows the Doc::

OPS_Blair says:
::shakes her head as she monitors the incoming records of what is going on::  EO: Yes.. They look fine.. ::double checks them:: Yes

CO_Rikerson says:
XO: OK, Number 1.

CSO_Modane says:
CO: The nebula is igniting

Host Bob_AGM says:
THERE IS A SPECTACULAR EXPLOSION, LIGHTING UP THE SECTOR FOR LIGHT YEARS

XO_Madred says:
::turns feeling the heat ... he thinks ... from the viewscreen::

CMO_Taurik says:
::enters TL::

EO_Yee says:
::nods at OPS::

CSO_Modane says:
:: sets escape course ::

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Back us off.  Get us away from the blaze.

MO_Jerah says:
::behind CMO::

CMO_Taurik says:
Computer: Shuttle Bay One.

OPS_Blair says:
::an alert goes off:  *XO*: We have an explosion in the Nebula sir

XO_Madred says:
::eyes wide:: CO: Captain ....... CSO: Report?

CSO_Modane :: engages at warp 5 :: (Warp.wav)

CMO_Taurik says:
::TL moves and opens doors promptly::

CTO_Connolly says:
::the pod of the escape pod start it opening sequence::

CMO_Taurik says:
::exits TL::

Host Pirate1 says:
::begins to step out of the escape pod::

CSO_Modane says:
XO: The pirate ship inside the nebula has ignited the nebula, they are destroyed.

MO_Jerah says:
::steps out of TL, hearing the alert::

CO_Rikerson says:
XO: We are getting away from the blaze, Num. 1.

CSO_Modane says:
:: drops from warp at a safe distance and starts scanning ::

XO_Madred says:
*OPS*: We are monitoring it up here as well.....

OPS_Blair says:
EO: Lets get those shields at top performance that explosion will be hitting the ship with a power all its own

CMO_Taurik says:
::enters SB1::

EO_Yee says:
OPS: right, I was thinking about that.

CO_Rikerson says:
TAC officer: Scan the nebula.  And get the shields up.

Host Pirate1 says:
::steps out of the pod and looks around ::

EO_Yee says:
::increases power to the shields::

OPS_Blair says:
::taps her comm badge off after replying to the Commander::

XO_Madred says:
::frowns at the senseless waste and turns for the turbolift::

CSO_Modane says:
CO: The nebula is gone, and there is no sign of the pirate ship.

XO_Madred says:
TL: Shuttle Bay one...... ::listens as it whirs into action::

CO_Rikerson says:
<TAC Officer> CO: Aye, sir. . . . . Shields up. Scanning nebula.

MO_Jerah says:
::walking with Dr. into SB1::

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Noted.

OPS_Blair says:
::goes over to the EO's side and makes some adjustments over his shoulder:: EO: Let me get some power form other areas

CMO_Taurik says:
::sees security teams::

CSO_Modane says:
:: running additional scans ::

XO_Madred says:
::leans against a wall contemplating it all as the TL moves through the ship::

CTO_Connolly says:
Security: escort the pod crews out of the pods and do a scan of the each

EO_Yee says:
::nods OPS:: OPS: I'm diverting power from non-essential systems to the shield. That should reinforce a great deal.

CTO_Connolly says:
CMO: keep back for now where still checking for weapons

Host Pirate1 says:
::stands with the others from the pod and watches the security team approach::

CO_Rikerson says:
*CTO*: Lt. Connolly, scan the pods and see if they have their home planet or homebase in the database.

OPS_Blair says:
::Main Eng. a flood of activity:: Yeoman Jasper: Move the power from all holosuite and the lounge area.. Seal it off if necessary.. ::

CMO_Taurik says:
CTO: Very well.

MO_Jerah says:
::waits for security::

XO_Madred says:
::the TL doors open and Madred steps out into the corridor striding down it::

CMO_Taurik says:
::steps back a few steps and waits for security::

OPS_Blair says:
EO: Good job.. a thorough understanding is needed for this one.. ::makes adjustments::

CTO_Connolly says:
*CO*: will start after preliminary weapons check

CSO_Modane says:
CO: Your orders sir?

MO_Jerah says:
::still feeling a bit queasy from that stew...rubs her tummy::

CO_Rikerson says:
*CTO*: Good.

XO_Madred says:
::stops outside the shuttle bay and opens a weapons locker pulling out a type 2 phaser::

CTO_Connolly says:
CMO: go ahead, you can get at them

Host Pirate1 says:
::remains silent as the security team moves in::

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Do we still have a reading on the probes following the other pirate ships?

CSO_Modane says:
CO: Yes sir, we do.

CMO_Taurik says:
::follows security team into pod::

XO_Madred says:
::holsters the phaser and steps through the doors to the shuttle bay ... moves towards Taurik watching the security taking the pirates into custody::

EO_Yee says:
OPS: how are those shields holding up?

Host Pirate_2 says:
::looks at the current leader of the group of ragtag survivors::

CMO_Taurik says:
XO: Commander.

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Anyone of them at some kind of planet or base of some sort?

MO_Jerah says:
::walks into the pod::

CTO_Connolly says:
SECURITY: see if you can get into the pods memory banks

Host Pirate1 says:
::Looks back ::

OPS_Blair says:
::steps back looking at the console and goes to the wall where a more informative view of the Geneva is displayed::

CTO_Connolly says:
XO: no weapons and the databanks are being checked now

OPS_Blair says:
::turns to the EO: EO: They are holding fine.. Making more adjustments now

XO_Madred says:
::nods at the Doctor and glances down at the Doctor's open tricorder ... heads towards CTO_Connolly:: CTO: perhaps we should restrain the pirates in some way ......

EO_Yee says:
::nods at OPs::

CMO_Taurik says:
::scans pirate1::

Host Pirate1 says:
::Looks over at the XO::

CTO_Connolly says:
XO: should I take them to the brig

CO_Rikerson says:
:: looks at reports ::

Host Pirate_2 says:
INITIAL SCANS OF THE ESCAPE PODS SHOW NO TRAPS, NO SECRETS, NO HIDDEN MYSTERIES

MO_Jerah says:
::takes out her tricorder, begins scan::

XO_Madred says:
CTO: Yes .... but restrain them first.

Host Pirate1 says:
::Looks back toward the other pirates::

Host Pirate_2 says:
AND NO INFORMATION RELATING THE TRUE HOME OF THE SHIP

OPS_Blair says:
::runs her hands over the "map" of the Geneva, while commanding the computer to bring up information::

CTO_Connolly says:
<SECURITY>: We have accessed the database

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Lt. Modane?

CMO_Taurik says:
::finds nothing unusual except some contusions::

CSO_Modane says:
CO: Yes sir?

CTO_Connolly says:
CTO: yes sir

XO_Madred says:
::heads towards a gaggle of Security Officers who are just staring at the pirates and tries to prompt them by taking a pair of sonic cuffs and heading towards Pirate 1::

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Did you hear my question?

CTO_Connolly says:
CMO: are they all okay to be moved to the brig

MO_Jerah says:
CMO: A broken arm here Doctor.

EO_Yee says:
::checks padd containing reports on Geneva systems::

CSO_Modane says:
CO: No sir.

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Anyone of them at some kind of planet or base of some sort?

CO_Rikerson says:
:: looks at the CSO ::

CSO_Modane says:
CO: Not yet sir.

CTO_Connolly says:
::starts replicating restraints for the escapees::

XO_Madred says:
::motions for Pirate 1 to offer him her hands .... Slips the cuffs onto them::

CSO_Modane says:
CO: They are still flying at warp.

Host Pirate_2 says:
::whispers to the leader::  P1: do you think we can trust them, they were of little help when we needed it to fend off the Dominion and their soldiers

CMO_Taurik says:
MO: Acknowledged.

Host Pirate1 says:
Pirate2: I’m not sure .....:::looks at the XO as he puts the cuffs on her::

CTO_Connolly says:
::cuffs are put on all the pirates::

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: OK.  Hold here for a minute.

XO_Madred says:
Prate 1: Forgive us.... But we can hardly let you out of this shuttle bay without restraints ::clicks them into place and watches as CTO’s men restrain all the pirates::

OPS_Blair says:
::satisfied with her job she returns to the main island in ME and gets readings on the rest of the ship::

Host Pirate1 says:
::watches as the rest are put in handcuffs and looks at pirate 2 disgusted::

XO_Madred says:
CTO: Take them to the brig.... ::hands Pirate 1 off to him::

CO_Rikerson says:
*ENG*: Rikerson to ENG.

Host Pirate1 says:
::Looks at the XO:: oh we understand......

EO_Yee says:
*CO*: Ens. Yee, here.

Host Pirate1 says:
::looks at pirate 2:: don't we?

Host Pirate_2 says:
P1: I guess one captor is as good as another is

Host Pirate1 says:
P2: ::Nods::

Host Pirate1 says:
P2: it could be worse...no?

XO_Madred says:
*CO*: Captain, the pirates have been taken into custody.  Mister Connolly is taking them to the brig.

CTO_Connolly says:
SECURITY: 1 man for 2 pirates where taking them to the brig and the rest follow behind ::grabs pirate 1 and 2::

Host Pirate_2 says:
P1: one prison cell is as good as another.....

CO_Rikerson says:
*ENG*: Ens. Yee, how do you like ENG right now.

Host Pirate1 says:
P2: indeed.. Hopefully this one will be better..?

CO_Rikerson says:
*XO*: Understood, Num. 1.

EO_Yee says:
*CO*: It's quite good, and quite busy, sir.

OPS_Blair says:
::overhears the CO's comm.. and looks at Yee::

CTO_Connolly says:
::walks to bridge holding pirate 1 and 2::

Host Pirate1 says:
::Looks around at the others as they are led away::

CMO_Taurik says:
XO: 2 Kitarrians, sir. 1 male, 1 female. Female has contusions on her arms and side and male has a broken bone.

CO_Rikerson says:
*ENG*:  Do we have any damages to the ship?

OPS_Blair says:
::a report comes in and she makes sure the brig has full power to their cells::

EO_Yee says:
::checks systems::

XO_Madred says:
::follows behind CTO_Connolly checking a PADD from time to time:: *EO & OPS*: Please report to shuttle bay ... secure the escape pods there.

CTO_Connolly says:
::the rest of the pirates are pushed along with them::

CMO_Taurik says:
XO: I suggest the male report to sickbay for a physical

XO_Madred says:
CMO: Understood ... any risks?

XO_Madred says:
::nods:: CMO: Take care of it ....

OPS_Blair says:
*XO*: Yes sir.. ::makes her way to the door and says to EO: EO lets go

Host Pirate1 says:
P2: do you think they will allow us to defend ourselves? or shoot us straight off?

EO_Yee says:
*CO*: No significant damage to the ship sir, sir.

EO_Yee says:
*Xo*: On my way.

CMO_Taurik says:
XO: Yes, sir.

Host Pirate_2 says:
THERE ARE VARIOUS INJURIES NEEDING ATTENTION, SOME OF THEM APPEAR QUIT SEVERE

OPS_Blair says:
::waits for him to join her:: EO: Secure a pod.. This should be interesting..

EO_Yee says:
::nods at ops, head s to TL with her::

XO_Madred says:
CMO: Treat as many as you can in the brig ... only critical cases to sickbay.

OPS_Blair says:
::enters the TL with Yee::

CTO_Connolly says:
Pirate 2: we’re not going to shoot you or kill:: laughs as he heard the conversation::

EO_Yee says:
::raises eyebrow:: OPS: A pod? or a padd?

CO_Rikerson says:
*ENG*: Understood, Mr. Yee.  Continue with your routines.  Rikerson out.

CSO_Modane says:
:: monitoring sensors and probe telemetry ::

Host Pirate1 says:
::glares at the  CTO::

MO_Jerah says:
::listens, putting her tricorder away::

CO_Rikerson says:
*CTO*: Rikerson to Lt. Connolly

OPS_Blair says:
::exits the TL with Yee and enters the shuttle bay :: EO: Pod.. an escape pod

CTO_Connolly says:
*CO*: yes sir?

EO_Yee says:
OPS: Right. ::heads to one of the escape pods::

CO_Rikerson says:
*CTO*: Bring up the pirate leader after you have put the rest of the pirates in the brig.

XO_Madred says:
::stands in the TL with Pirate 1 & 2 and Mister Connolly as they head for the brig::

CTO_Connolly says:
*CTO*: should also bring what looks like his associate?

OPS_Blair says:
::wonders where the security team is:: *XO*: We should have a team down here sir.. until we have released the pods for approval

CO_Rikerson says:
*CTO*: Yes.  Please do.

CTO_Connolly says:
::reaches brig::

MO_Jerah says:
CMO: Sir, shall I take the more serious cases to sickbay?

XO_Madred says:
*OPS*: Understood...... ::nods at CTO_Connolly to get another security team down there::

EO_Yee says:
::walks around the pod, examining exterior::

OPS_Blair says:
EO: Hold back Yee.. Lets wait for the team.. Standard procedure

CTO_Connolly says:
PIRATES: please all step into the brig cells

XO_Madred says:
::stands aside as CTO_Connolly shows the captured pirates to their cells::

Host Pirate1 says:
::looks at the CTO and the others and enters the brig::

EO_Yee says:
OPS: Oh, yeah. ::steps back and waits for security team::

CMO_Taurik says:
MO: Coordinate with Mr. Connolly.

OPS_Blair says:
::takes out her tricorder and begins scans while the team gets there.. Wondering where they are::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: continues to look at the reports ::

CMO_Taurik says:
MO: Arrange the pirates to report to sickbay with him.

XO_Madred says:
::waits quietly to the side signing in the prisoners on the Brig manifest::

Host Pirate1 says:
::Holds out hands so they can remove the cuffs::

CTO_Connolly says:
CTO: wait as sec you and your friend are to go to the captain:: pointing to pirate 1 and pirate 2::

CO_Rikerson says:
*CTO*: Lt. Connolly, do you copy?

OPS_Blair says:
*CTO*: Ian, we are waiting.. ::not entering the pods till someone with a phaser better than hers arrives::

Host Pirate1 says:
::Looks at pirate 2::

CTO_Connolly says:
*CO*: pardon

MO_Jerah says:
CMO: Aye sir. ::makes her way to the bridge::

CO_Rikerson says:
*CTO*: Do you copy my last order about bringing the leader's companion?

CTO_Connolly says:
*OPS*: the pods have been checked for devices and security systems::

CTO_Connolly says:
*CO*: yes sir I am bringing him

CSO_Modane says:
:: monitoring the courses of the probes ::

OPS_Blair says:
*CTO*: Is that so... thanks for the full report..  EO: Well shall we.. ::motions him in one of the pods::

CMO_Taurik says:
::scans the pods for any biological hazards::

XO_Madred says:
::wonders who made the decision these two pirates would go see the Captain ... thinks that is really something HE should be deciding::

EO_Yee says:
::nods, approaches one the pods::

CO_Rikerson says:
*CTO*: Good. Rikerson out.

CTO_Connolly says:
PIRATE1/2: lets get a move on ::pushing them towards the door::

Host Pirate1 says:
::glares back at the CTO:: no need to shove 

MO_Jerah says:
::steps onto the bridge, seeing CTO and the pirates::

Host Pirate1 says:
::Moves toward the door::

EO_Yee says:
::flips out tricorder and starts scanning the pod::

CTO_Connolly says:
::takes the pirates to the TL::

XO_Madred says:
::wonders what he is doing here with Ian doing such a good job .... Decides maybe he is actually needed in the shuttle bay and heads out the brig door::

CMO_Taurik says:
::scans second pod for biological hazards::

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Mr. Modane, you have the bridge.  I am going to be in the conference lounge.

CO_Rikerson says:
:: gets up and heads for the conference lounge ::

XO_Madred says:
::walks out into the corridor and heads for the nearest TL::

OPS_Blair says:
::steps into the pod with Yee:: EO: oh man it stinks in here

CTO_Connolly says:
::takes them to the bridge::

CTO_Connolly says:
*CO*: should I meet you in you waiting room

CO_Rikerson says:
*CTO*: No, bring them to the conference room.

CO_Rikerson says:
:: stops and looks back at the CSO ::

CTO_Connolly says:
::changes direction of TL ::

EO_Yee says:
::waves the air in front of him:: OPS: Eww, I wish they cleaned before evacuating...

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Mr. Modane?

OPS_Blair says:
::waves her hand in front of her face:: EO: Me too

CTO_Connolly says:
::exits TL and soon enters Conference room::

CSO_Modane says:
CO: Yes sir?

XO_Madred says:
::hears Ian and the pirates headed the other way towards the forward TL as he steps into the aft one:: TL: Shuttle bay .......

CTO_Connolly says:
CO: here they are sir

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Did you hear me?

OPS_Blair says:
::starts to laugh as she thinks of an old joke.. :: EO: How may Ferengi can you get into a Shuttle?

EO_Yee says:
::grimaces in disgust:: OPS: Okay, let's see what we can find in here.

CTO_Connolly says:
Pirates: please take a seat

CMO_Taurik says:
::scans second pod::

Host Pirate1 says:
::steps into the conference room and looks around::

Host Pirate1 says:
::takes a seat::

EO_Yee says:
::shrugs:: OPS: I don't know, how many?

CSO_Modane says:
CO: Aye sir I heard you.

CTO_Connolly says:
::steps back watching them closely

OPS_Blair says:
EO: about as many as you want they fold in two.. ::sees he is not amused and she frowns..:: EO: well it was funny when I heard it..

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: Good.  I'm just checking.

CSO_Modane says:
:: takes a seat in the command chair ::

EO_Yee says:
OPS: I guess I had to be there...

CO_Rikerson says:
:: turns back to the conference room and heads inside ::

Host Pirate1 says:
::looks over at pirate2:: 

OPS_Blair says:
::Klingon humor wasted on humans:: EO: Yes guess so..  OK. Lets see where these boys have been.. Bring up the last known place of these stinky beauties

CO_Rikerson says:
:: gets in and sees the pirate leader and his companion ::

MO_Jerah says:
::thought she saw the pirates with CTO on the bridge...thinks she is having hallucinations::

CTO_Connolly says:
PIRATES: please put out your hand

EO_Yee says:
OPS: Right. ::sits at one of the pod's consoles::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: sits at one end of the table ::

Host Pirate1 says:
::holds out hand::

MO_Jerah says:
::thinks she better check out that headache medication again::

CTO_Connolly says:
::unlocks the cuffs::

XO_Madred says:
::arrives down at the shuttle bays and steps out into the corridor heading towards the doors::

OPS_Blair says:
::stands over him.. Holding her breath.. Man what a stench::

XO_Madred says:
::wonders what the Captain is up to with the pirates ... can't be too important or someone would have called for him::

Host Pirate1 says:
::rubs her wrists as the cuffs are removed::

EO_Yee says:
::attempts to bring up information from the pod's records::

CTO_Connolly says:
PIRATES: don't try anything though I unlocking your cuffs I’ll be watching

CSO_Modane says:
:: watching all the sensor reports on the main view screen ::

CMO_Taurik says:
::exits second pod and enters third pod::

Host Pirate1 says:
::raises an eyebrow at the CTO:: CTO: have no worries

OPS_Blair says:
::watches the CMO: CMO: what are you looking for Doc?

CMO_Taurik says:
::scans third pod::

XO_Madred says:
::steps into the Shuttle bay and spots OPS, EO, CMO, and MO::

CMO_Taurik says:
OPS: I'm scanning for any biological hazards.

CO_Rikerson says:
Pirates: You two can have a seat right there.  :: points to the 2 chairs across from him :: Pirates : As my security chief said, don't try anything.

OPS_Blair says:
CMO: already scanned and cleared by the Chief Tactical Officer..

Host Pirate1 says:
::looks at the chairs and sits down:: CO: like I told your CTO, you have no worries...

CTO_Connolly says:
CO: sir, I’ll be watching them from here, sir

XO_Madred says:
:: walks up to OPS looking bored:: All: So what is news?

CMO_Taurik says:
OPS: There are some biological agents only detectable on certain wavelengths and frequencies.

OPS_Blair says:
:;sees the XO enter::  XO: Commander.. We have found nothing yet sir of interest.. But are trying to find out the shuttles last locations

CO_Rikerson says:
:: nods towards the CTO ::

Host Pirate1 says:
::waits for the Captain to speak::

CMO_Taurik says:
OPS: It is standard procedure when an alien craft docks aboard a starship

OPS_Blair says:
CMO: I am sure the CTO knows that.. Doc.. ::looks at him::

Host Pirate1 says:
::looks around and sees there is no other senior officers::

XO_Madred says:
OPS: Have you secured the escape pods?

EO_Yee says:
OPS: Hmm...The records are a bit corrupted. It'll take time to get some information out of it.

MO_Jerah says:
::wonders what is taking so long for CTO::

CSO_Modane says:
:: looks at MO ::

OPS_Blair says:
XO: Yes sir..

CSO_Modane says:
MO: Can you man the tactical station.

XO_Madred says:
::nods:: OPS: Any useful intelligence you could find?

CO_Rikerson says:
Pirates: Now, why are you out of your territory?

OPS_Blair says:
EO: Well lets get on it.. it could hold vital information

Host Pirate1 says:
Captain: out of our territory?

XO_Madred says:
CMO: And the injuries to the pirates?

OPS_Blair says:
XO: Useful? Not so far sir..

EO_Yee says:
::nods at OPS. Trying to get some useful info::

CSO_Modane says:
MO: Scan for any other ships in the area.

CMO_Taurik says:
XO: The most serious was a broken bone, sir.

Host Pirate_2 says:
::looks to the leader::  P1: we've lost everything, what else is there to lose, first our homes, then our families, now our freedom.....

Host Pirate1 says:
Captain: our territory is free space

CO_Rikerson says:
Pirates: You know, your going to other places, stealing, and using what you steal for your own use.

XO_Madred says:
::nods and wanders over towards one of the escape pods examining it closely::

OPS_Blair says:
::mumbles:: XO: They do not bathe I think though.. the stench is making poor Yee's eyes water

XO_Madred says:
CMO: Thanks Doc....

Host Pirate1 says:
P2: ::Nods::

CMO_Taurik says:
::nods at the commander::

XO_Madred says:
::laughs softly:: OPS: Well ... they may not have an option.  They looked more like refugees to me than pirates...

CMO_Taurik says:
::continues scans of third pod::

Host Pirate1 says:
CO: Slams fist on table...our children are starving!! What would you have us do??

EO_Yee says:
::raises eyebrow at that remark. Checks his eyes::

OPS_Blair says:
::walks towards him:: XO : what are you looking for sir.. They are just pods.. and not of anything more than we use.. Older by years

Host Pirate1 says:
CO: they have taken our home, our families...what have we left???

CO_Rikerson says:
Pirates: Who's taken your homes and families?

XO_Madred says:
OPS: Curious where they come from quite frankly..... A little odd for pirates.

CMO_Taurik says:
::completes scans of third pod and exits pod::

Host Pirate1 says:
CO: the Dominion!! and those that fight for them

CTO_Connolly says:
::quickly orders the brig crew to feed people in the brig give them as much as they want::

OPS_Blair says:
XO: Not Pirates.. as the rumors have us believing.. hmmm  we are a paranoid ship aren't we sir?

EO_Yee says:
::steps out of pod:: XO: they seem pretty run down, sir. I don't think they've been maintenanced in quite a while.

CMO_Taurik says:
::enters fourth pod::

MO_Jerah says:
::looks back at CSO:: CSO: Okay...whatever. ::takes over the tactical and begins scan::

XO_Madred says:
::pulls out a tricorder and begins scanning nebula residue on the solid propellant rockets::

Host Pirate1 says:
CO: they destroyed our homes, our families.  We are trying only to survive!

CSO_Modane says:
:: double checks the telemetry from the probes ::

XO_Madred says:
::nods:: EO: Exactly ... pirates generally take care of their equipment.

Host Pirate1 says:
CO: we ask for no help, our captain gave his life so others could survive....

CO_Rikerson says:
Pirates: Why can't you colonize on other planets?

OPS_Blair says:
::returns back inside one of the pods to complete her job::

Host Pirate_2 says:
CO: we've nothing left, what would you have us do, die when there is nothing left.... That’s what the Cardassians would have saved for us, death

CMO_Taurik says:
::starts scans on fourth pod::

MO_Jerah says:
*CMO*: Doctor, I am on the bridge at the moment manning the tactical station.

Host Pirate1 says:
CO: colonized? where...? everywhere we go , we are unwelcome...

XO_Madred says:
::scrapes a bit of residue off of one of the engines and smells it::

EO_Yee says:
::resumes trying to access pod's records::

Host Pirate_2 says:
CO: We can't do anything without supplies, power, tools..... and the Federation hasn't done anything since the end of the war.......

CTO_Connolly says:
::starts his pad searching for planets that are on the to be colonized list::

OPS_Blair says:
::wipes her arm on a grimy console to view it better::

CMO_Taurik says:
*MO*: Fascinating...

Host Pirate1 says:
::eyes water up, but her face remains proud::

CO_Rikerson says:
Pirates: Have you asked for help?

CMO_Taurik says:
*MO*: Acknowledged.

CTO_Connolly says:
CO: I have an idea sir?

Host Pirate1 says:
CO: we have been only attacked and chased, no one asked if we wanted help, just assumed we were just another enemy to wipe out

CO_Rikerson says:
CTO: Hold on :: he lips the words ::

XO_Madred says:
::walks around one of the pods and uses his shirt sleeve to wipe off an identification plate .... Reads it surprised::

MO_Jerah says:
*CMO*: Yes, just thought you ought to know.

Host Pirate1 says:
CO: we are survivors..... We don't ask for help

Host Pirate_2 says:
P1: How many times must we ask, the Federation Council won't hear us... They're too busy, and without much, we can't even get there to plead, to beg, for help

CSO_Modane says:
MO: If the doctor needs help than you are relieved

MO_Jerah says:
CSO: Nothing showing up in the scan.

Host Pirate1 says:
::looks at P2 and nods:: yes CO, we tried to ask.....

OPS_Blair says:
::leaves a pod to enter another one::

Host Pirate1 says:
CO: then realized no one cares to help so...we help ourselves

Host Pirate1 says:
CO: and now we are "pirates" ::spits out the word::

CO_Rikerson says:
CTO: Lt., you have something?

EO_Yee says:
::sighs:: OPS: I don't think I'll get much out of this one. The computer circuits are fried.

OPS_Blair says:
::sees the Commander looking at the side of the pod... she enters the second one and sits down::

CSO_Modane says:
MO: Does the CMO require your help?

MO_Jerah says:
CSO: The doctor is still checking the pods...you sure you don't need someone else here?

Host Pirate1 says:
::maintains eye contact with the co::

OPS_Blair says:
::yells out to the EO in another pod:: EO: Can we fuse them some new circuits.. and try again?

XO_Madred says:
::pries the identification plaque from the side of the pod ..... very descriptive writing .... hands it to Blair:: OPS: I think this is about all we needed to know ..... Cardassians.

CTO_Connolly says:
CO: I have a way. Their punishment and their need for land can be met. They could colonize one of the planets that are on the colonizing list that haven't been colonized yet.

XO_Madred says:
EO: Once you have completed securing the pods, have them moved to Cargo Bay 2.  I want the CSO to examine them there.... So that we can determine there exact origin.

EO_Yee says:
::exams the circuits:: OPS: It's a long shot. These are pretty old circuits.

OPS_Blair says:
::reaches for the plate through the door of the pod:: XO: Yes I see..

CTO_Connolly says:
CO: they would have to terraform the land a bit but then they would have a land

EO_Yee says:
::nods at XO:: XO: Will do sir.

XO_Madred says:
*CSO*: When you can, Lieutenant, report to Shuttle Bay 2 to examine the Cardassian Escape pods the Pirates used.

CSO_Modane says:
MO: report to the CMO than

CMO_Taurik says:
::completes scan in the fourth pod::

CO_Rikerson says:
Pirates: How does that sound to you?

CSO_Modane says:
*XO*: Aye sir, who should I relieve the bridge to?

XO_Madred says:
::wipes his hands off and heads for the door::

Host Pirate1 says:
::looks at the CO:: how does what sound?

MO_Jerah says:
CSO: I can stay until someone comes if you need me.

OPS_Blair says:
EO: Ok lets wrap this up.. Get some of your boys in ME to come down and get the information we need or try to anyway..

EO_Yee says:
::walks over to OPS:: Can we get anything from that one?

XO_Madred says:
*CSO*: NO rush ... when you get relieved is good enough.

CMO_Taurik says:
::exits fourth pod::

CSO_Modane says:
MO: Aye, you have the bridge.

CTO_Connolly says:
Pirate: I have a way. The punishment and the need for land can be met at the same time, you could colonize one of the planets that are on the colonizing list that haven't been colonized yet.

CSO_Modane says:
*XO*: I'm on the way.

CSO_Modane says:
:: heads to the TL ::

XO_Madred says:
::walks out of the shuttle bay knowing he is leaving the rest of the work in good hands .... heads for a TL::

OPS_Blair says:
::shakes her head:: EO: No it is the  same as the others.. How they went anywhere with all of these closed circuits is beyond me

CTO_Connolly says:
Pirate: you would have to terraform the land a bit but then they would have a land

Host Pirate1 says:
::looks over at the CTO and them to the CO and P2::

MO_Jerah says:
::nods to CSO as he leaves::

XO_Madred says:
::steps into the turbolift:: TL: Bridge ..... ::cleans his hands::

EO_Yee says:
*ME*: Engineering team beta, come to shuttlebay 2 and move the pods to Cargo bay 2.

CSO_Modane says:
:: enters shuttle bay ::

OPS_Blair says:
::starts prying panels off the console.:: EO: Filthy work.. ::she takes off her best jacket and tosses it out on the shuttle bay floor::

MO_Jerah says:
::thinking how cool it is to be alone on the bridge::

CO_Rikerson says:
Pirates: I can contact Starfleet and see what I can do.  I'll try to get some defense for you.

Host Pirate_2 says:
P1: and use what for terraforming tools, and power, we have next to nothing but what we have to steal and.....

EO_Yee says:
::goes to OPS and helps her::

Host Pirate1 says:
::looks at P2 and back to the CO::

CTO_Connolly says:
CO: the federation will provide the tools, if you accept to do the job

MO_Jerah says:
::goes back to manning tactical station::

OPS_Blair says:
EO: Thanks Yee.. it is stuck.. have a wrench.. ::Klingon grin::

Host Pirate1 says:
::rests hand on P2’s arms and looks at him :: it could be a fresh start for us....the children,.... a home...

Host Pirate_2 says:
CTO: We've been told more by one's higher up than you..... We’ve not seen anything from them

CO_Rikerson says:
Pirates: The Federation will provide the basis of what you need to get started.

Host Pirate1 says:
:Looks at the CO:: this is true.... they told us they would help us.....

OPS_Blair says:
::she moves her hair out of her face and in doing so smudges sludge all over her face::

Host Pirate_2 says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION =/\==/\==/\=
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